
How did towns become industrialised?
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First a factory was built. Factories used 
steam engine machines running on coal 

to turn raw materials into products to 
sell. These factories needed to be by a 

river to transport coal and goods. These 
factories were established by 

entrepreneurs.  

Exemplify growth in population:
Manchester’s Population

c.1750 = 1,300
c.1900 = 330,000

People left rural areas to go 
to industrialising towns to 

find work. Factories attracted 
workers to new areas. 

When workers arrived in a town they needed some where to live, a place to buy food and a way to move 
around. This resulted in towns building back-to-back housing, shops and train stations. 

Houses were built quickly and cheaply to keep up 
with demand. Issues with housing included: 

overcrowding, rickets, cholera, families living in 
cellars and a whole street sharing one toilet. 

Steam engine trains are used to 
transport goods and people. 

The first ‘chain’ shop Sainsbury's was 
established in 1869. Selling a variety of food.

The amenities that were being built and opportunities of work attracted more workers to towns. This often led to another factory being built and many 
other facilities for the town. When there was more than one factory it created competition between the owners. 
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1750 Start of Industrial Revolution – more coal is 
needed

1764 James Hargreaves invents spinning Jenny

1769 Richard Arkwright opened first textile 
factory in Nottingham

1776 James Watt creates steam engine

1801 Population increases by 50%

1825 First public transport steam train invented 
by George Stephenson

1830 4,000 miles of canal built all over England to 
transport coal and iron

1837 The Great Western – biggest steam powered 
ship in world was launched by Isambard 
Kingdom Brunel

1847 Ten Hour Act – Max 10 hour day for women 
and workers under 18

1876 Alexander Graham Bell creates the 
telephone

1885 German inventor Karl Benz builds first motor 
car

Timeline of Industrial Revolution in Britain CONSEQUENCES of 
INDUSTRIALISATION

Back-to-back housing is built to keep up with 
demand of growing population. These were poorly 

ventilated, very cramped and often unsanitary.

Luddites begin to form in 1811 and get attack 
factories because machines are taking people’s 

jobs

Tolpuddle Martyrs (farmers) 1834 refuse to work 
for less than 10 shillings a week 

New Poor Law introduced meaning that anyone 
who was not in work ended up in a workhouse

The coronation of Queen Victoria 1838 creates 
an expansion in the British Empire: new foods / 
technologies and medicines are brought back to 

Britain

1858 ‘The Great Stink’ occurred and the 
Government had to take action. This resulted in 

the Government taking people’s health more 
seriously. 
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Coal Mines Factories 

Punishments for being late or not working hard enough:
Fine you have to pay out of your wages

Being sent to the workhouse
Sacked or fired

Being beaten 

Factory life:
Children were used because they were cheap or free labour. They could 

also fit under the machines to collect cotton dust and fix the machines. 
The factories opened at 4 am and closed at 10 pm. 

Factory conditions:
•Extremely hot in the winter – women often fainted – workers were not 

allowed to open the windows
•The factory was built to fit the machine not humans

•It was very cold in the winter – some women but pails of hot coals 
under their skirts
•It was super noisy in the factories from the machines (Spinning Jenny) 

working 
•Workers were not allowed to talk or whistle

Improvements:
Improvements to factories were made from 1833 to 1895 this included 

shortening the hours factory machines could operate (6am to 6pm in 
1850) and children under 13 being allowed to work a maximum of 30 

hours per week by 1895. 

Trappers are always small children.
They open and close the trap doors to

let coal wagons pass through the
underground tracks. They sat in the

dark for 12 hours a day whilst doing
this boring job.

Drawers push and pull the
loaded wagons towards the

lifts that take the coal to the
surface to be sold. The

younger children got to work
in pairs however, the older
children and women had to

pull on their own.

Bearers were young girls who take the sacks from the coalface and put
the lumps of coal onto the wagons. This work is torture – swollen knees,

bruised ribs, broken fingers and bleeding hands. The coal dust makes
them cough and vomit too!

Coal:
After 1745 more coal was needed for people to heat their homes and cook

their food with. It was also needed to power the factories running on steam
engines and was required for steam ships. The more coal that was needed

the more money the coal mine owners made – giving coal its nick name
‘Black Gold’.

Improvements:
In 1842 all children under the age of 10 and women were banned from 

working in the mines. This was the only Mines Act because now it was 
only men working down in mines and they were deemed able to look 

after themselves. 
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The Workhouse – a reaction to the Poor Law of 1834

Conditions inside the workhouse were deliberately harsh, so that only those who 
desperately needed help would ask for it. 

Families were split up and housed in different parts of the workhouse. 

The poor were made to wear a uniform and the diet and work was monotonous. 

Inmates, male and female, young and old were made to work hard, often doing 
unpleasant jobs.

Children could also find themselves hired out to work in factories or mines. Children did 
also receive some schooling.

At mealtimes, inmates all sat in long rows facing the 

same direction, and had to eat their food in silence.

The poor hated and feared the threat of the 

workhouse some chose to be homeless instead of 

living in a workhouse.  

Oakum picking was the teasing out of fibres from old rope and was very hard on the finger. 
The loose fibres were sold to ship builders for mixing with tar to seal the lining of wooden craft. 

It could also be used to make bandages.

Stone breaking required inmates to break stone into smaller pieces (it had to fit through 

the grid in wall) and it was collected the other side. 

The pieces on the outside of the workhouse would then be used and sold for road making.
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Task one:
PAGE ONE

Practise drawing the diagram showing the process of how 
a town becomes industrialised. As well as including key 

information include some images to help you visually recall 
the information.  

Task three:
PAGE TWO

Practise matching the dates to the events. You may wish 
to do this by creating matching pairs or writing the dates 

out.

Task two:
PAGE ONE

Write a paragraph explaining the process of a town 
becoming industrialised.

You must use some of the following analytical language:
•Created
•Led to 

•Resulted in
•Caused 

•Allowed 
You must then underline this language in your paragraph. 

Task four:
PAGE TWO

Select three dates and explain why they are important. 
You may wish to include the consequences to help you do 

this.  

Task Five:
PAGE THREE

Draw and label a picture of a factory you must explain 
punishments and conditions. If you are aiming for Good or 

Exceptional you should also explain the improvements 
made in factories. 

Task six:
PAGE THREE

Explain how dangerous working in the coal mines could 
be. Also include whether you would rather work in a coal 

mine or a factory an explain why.

Task eight:
PAGE FOUR

Explain why poor people (paupers) avoided and feared 
going the workhouse. Use the following language:

•Because
•Since
•For the reason that

•Due to
You must underline this language in your paragraph.

Task seven:
PAGE FOUR

For every word in bold on the page provide a definition. 
For every word in bold and underlined find a synonym

(a different word with the same or similar meaning)
e.g. Shut and close are synonyms

Task nine:
PAGE ANY

Your teacher will set you an individualised task based on 
your learning in class.



Summative (proposal):

Knowledge questions on:

Process of town becoming industrialised
Disease and consequences

Coal mines and factories
(some recall on slave trade as a new topic?)

Extended writing answer to be:
‘The Industrial Revolution was positive for the majority of people in Britain c.1750 – c.1900?’
How far do you agree with this statement? You must explain why and you may wish to refer to:

•Housing

•Workhouses
•Factory conditions



West 
Africa

Great 
Britain

America 
and

the 
West 

Indies
3. Sugar, tobacco and 
cotton taken to Europe 

to be manufactured.

1.Textiles, rum, guns, glass 
beads and other 

manufactured goods were 

taken to West Africa and 
traded for slaves.

2. Slaves are transported to 
the Americas. The journey is 

known as ‘the Middle passage’

Europe

The Transatlantic Slave Trade

Slavery has been around for thousands of years. Different civilisations used slavery in 
various ways. Slavery was found in Ancient Egypt , Ancient Rome, the Aztec Empire, 
Japan during WW2 and there are still some examples found in the modern world to date. 

Between the 16th and 19th centuries , European merchants transported an estimated 12.5 
million Africans across the Atlantic to work in slavery in the Americas (east cost of 
America and the West Indies). 

Slaves had no rights are were forced to do hard labour for nothing in return. 
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Sir John Hawkins 

was given 
permission by 

Elizabeth I to 
begin 

transporting 

captured African 
slaves to 

America. 

First 
English 

Slavery 
voyage to 

Africa 

Thomas 
Clarkson set 

up the 
Abolition of 

Slavery 
Committee

Olaudah

Equiano

published 
autobiography 

The slave 
rebellion 

on St 
Domingue 

The slaves on 
St Domingue 

won the 
rebellion and 
re name the 
island Haiti 

The Slave 
Trade is 

abolished 
in Britain

‘The History 
of Mary 
Prince a 
Slave’ 

published in 
Britain 

Slavery is 
abolished 

in the 
British 

Empire

Slavery

abolished 

in 
America
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3. The Triangle of Trade

4. Key Arguments during the 18th Century

Arguments for Slavery: at the time slaves had good lives on the 
plantations. Africa was not a great place to live. Slaves were treated well on 

the Middle Passage. Some claimed the Bible taught that slavery was 
justified and black people were inferior to white people. Slaves were 

converted to Christianity.

Arguments against Slavery: at the time slaves are not given enough food 
and half die once they arrive from Africa. Conditions on the ships are awful. 

The slaves have to lie in small spaces and are chained together. People in 
Ghana were well educated and have lots to trade such as copper. Slavery 

was an unnecessary evil.



1. Slavery A relationship where one person has absolute power over another. They control their life, freedom and wealth. 

2. Slave A person who is the property of another and is forced to obey them.

3. Manufactured
goods

Products (e.g. clothing) that have been made from a raw material (e.g. Cotton), particularly as a large-scale 
operation using machinery

4. Capturers Black Africans who were hired by Europeans to capture and other black Africans. They were paid with 
manufactured goods.

5. Shackles A metal  link attached to a chain and to a slave to stop them from escaping. They were very strong. 

6. Slave Forts This was where captured slaves were kept in dungeons, often for months, in vey poor conditions before being 
taken to a barracoon. 

7. Barracoon Temporary enclosure used to confine African Americans until boarding the ship to be taken to the Americas

8. Middle Passage The journey of slaves on ships from Africa to America. Took 8-12 weeks.  1 in 4 died on the way.  

9. Dysentery A nasty form of diarrhea killed many Africans on the journey.

10. Slave
Auction

After the middle passage, slaves were kept in a pen to be inspected by buyers. Slaves were then taken to a raised 
platform. The auctioneer would start the bidding and the person who bid the most would then own that slave.

11. Scramble 
Auction

The first form of a slave auction where buyers would ‘scramble’ slaves together and purchase them in groups

12. Branding Buyers marked their slaves with a symbol to show ownership. A hot iron version of the symbol was heated and 
burnt onto the slave’s skin.

13. Overseer Sometime another slave, or white person that made sure other slaves were working hard enough.

14. Plantation A plantation had many fields (similar to a farm) where one crop was grown. Crops grown on plantations include 
tobacco, cotton and sugar cane. 

15. Cat o’ nine tails A rope whip with nine knotted cords used to punish slaves. 

16. Rebellion An act of armed resistance to an established government or leader (e.g. The Rebellion on the Island of St. 
Domingue)

17. Abolitionist Someone who campaigned to end the slave trade and slavery

18. Underground
Railroad

The network of routes that helped slaves escape. Conductors helped the slaves to escape. Between 40,000 and 
100,000 slaves managed to escape to the northern states.

5. Key Words and Definitions
A

B

G

E

F

C

D

H
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Task One:
PAGE ONE

Practise drawing the map showing the process of how the 
Transatlantic Slave Trade worked. You must include key 

information and explain who benefitted from each stage of 
the triangle. 

Task Four:
PAGE TWO

Practise key words 1-10 and their definitions and match 
key words 3-10 to the images labelled A to H. 

Task Two:
PAGE ONE

Write narrative paragraph that analyses the process of the 
establishment of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. Use the 

‘Timeline’ to help you. 

Task Five:
PAGE TWO

Practise key words 11-18 and their definitions. Pick two of 
the words and explain their role in the Slave Trade. 

Task nine:
PAGE ANY

Your teacher will set you an individualised task based on 
your learning in class.

Task Three:
PAGE ONE

Read boxes 2 and 4 and answer the questions below:
What are the names of two ancient civilisations that used 

slavery?
Give an example of a country that has recently used 
slavery...

Roughly how many slaves were captured  during the 16th

and 19th centuries?

What does slave mean?
Give two justifications people used to agree with slavery...
Give two examples of why people disagreed with slavery...

Task Six:
PAGE TWO

Pick three key words or events and explain their 
consequences. 



Lesson Title and Number General lesson content Link to HW

Lesson One:
What did I learn in Year 7?
What will I be learning in Year 8? 

What was the Transatlantic Slave Trade?

Reflection time and overview of Year 8 History; inclusive 
of Timeline for the year. 
Intro to the Slave Trade and slavery. 

Task 1 - timeline

Lesson Two:
How did the ‘Triangle of Trade’ work?
Why did people believe in slavery?

Diagram and explanation of the Transatlantic Slave 
Trade
Arguments for and against slavery

Task 3 - map and triangle of trade
Task 2 – for and against

Lesson Three:
How were slaves captured and forced in to slavery?

Description of ‘ trade’ and use of black African to 
capture slaves. The use of Slave Forts and barracoons.

Task 5 – key words and definitions

Lesson Four:
How were slaves treated during the journey of the Middle Passage?

The journey on the Middle Passage, the conditions and 
the impact on sailors too. Link to later learning for John 
Newton and Thomas Clarkson

Task 5 – key words and definitions
Task 3 - map and triangle of trade

Lesson Five:
How were slaves sold at Auction?

The Scramble and the Slave Auction; descriptions and 
images of both. Explanation of branding and the slave 
records to show ‘owners’ name = now property. 

Task 5 – key words and definitions and 
images A - H

Lesson Six:
How were slaves treated on Plantations and what jobs did they do?

The use of overseers, the different jobs and styles of 
plantations: cotton, tobacco , rice and cotton. The 
difference between  domestic and field slaves. 

Task 5 – key words and definitions

Lesson Seven:
What were the punishments if slaves weren’t subservient?
Why didn’t slaves rebel?

Description of different crimes and punishments. 
Two examples of rebellions; Haiti = Success and Charles 
Delondes = Failure

Task 1 - timeline

Lesson Eight:
Who were the Abolitionists and what did they do?

Introduction to four key members of the Abolition 
movement and the reason as to why women want the 
vote (link to later learning in year)

(Task 6 – yet to be created due to BZ not 
knowing if there will be time because students 
will spend first half of term interleaving HW)

Lesson Nine:
CONTINUED - Who were the Abolitionists and what did they do?

How successful were they – this lesson stems around 
students’ thinking and why the Abolitionists didn't 
achieve their aims earlier.

Ditto – Task 6

Lesson Ten:
What was life like for slaves after being set free?

Jim Crow Laws and their struggle to gain rights 
(Malcolm X / Martin Luther King?)

Ditto – Task 6

SOW


